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Abstract


The article deals with the economically weak regions in the border areas of the Czech Republic (CR). The main goal is the selection and application of the most important variables, as the methodology of selection and evaluation of economically weak regions is not united. The following research question was formulated as whether the border regions are economically weaker when compared with the Czech Republic average of selected indicators. Two working hypotheses were set: whether the situation of the border regions is different from each other among the border regions and whether the economy of the neighbouring country impacts these disparities in border regions. The secondary goal of this article is to find homogenous clusters and describe these clusters of border regions. The result of the principal component analysis was determination of three components Labour market, Transnational commuters and Population migration. The variables that set up the component Labour Market was found to be the most important for economically weak border regions. The three components were used for cluster analysis and the territories were broken up into four clusters, none of which is above average of the CR with the result that the situation in the border region is dependent on the neighbouring country.
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INTRODUCTION

The end of the Cold War started reintegration of the post-socialist economies into the global world market, opened space for transnational transactions, and moved part of the state power to supranational bodies (Perkmann and Sum, 2002). The regional disparities along the “old” and “new” EU borders are still significant (Knippschild, 2011). While the EU15 countries have experienced many years cross-border cooperation, the border regions in the New Member States and those on the each side of the old Iron curtain has only recently started to work together (Commission of the European Communities, 2008). There is deep concern that the recent wave of globalization has enlarged the inequality between rich and poor regions within a country (Zeng and Zhao, 2010). The EU provides grants to disadvantaged regions NUTS2 regions with a per capita GDP level below 75% of the EU average. The target NUTS2 regions are fairly large, sub-national, regional aggregates and the small areas are not distinguished (Becker et al., 2010). The specifics of the smaller regions (LAU 1) are not taken into consideration. The location theories premise that a limited spatial mobility of production sources determines the creation of territory-specific economic structures; the aim of these theories is to find the main factors influencing the location of economic activities (Viturka, 2014). There are five main objectives – employment, innovation, education, social inclusion and climate/energy – to be reached by 2020 (European Commission, 2010). The Czech Republic is managing eight operational programmes under the EU Cohesion Policy in 2014–2020. There has
been allocated funding total circa €22 billion (European Commission, 2014). The majority of the Operational Programme Research and Development for Innovation of the EU is nominally headed to other regions (NUTS2) than Prague (Šrholc and Žížalová, 2014). The reason for the focus on the border regions is related to the results of the strategic documents of the Ministry of Regional Development (2013). The border regions are there often ranked among the economically weaker regions, but the indicator “border region” is not used in the Czech statistical data. (Eurostat, 2014). In our opinion, a better definition of specific factors for border regions (level LAU 1), including determination of the appropriate indicators may help in the better allocation of economic resources and faster growth and convergence of both the disadvantaged regions and the whole EU. The recent history of EU cohesion policy has shown that not all funds have been effectively utilized. The estimation is that in 36% of the recipient regions the transfer intensity exceeds the aggregate efficiency, maximizing level and in 18% of the regions a reduction of transfers would not even reduce their growth (Becker et al., 2012). In Šipikal et al. (2013), was found that more than a third of public support in the EU regional policy programs was spent on projects which would have been realized even without this support while the investment grants have much higher deadweight than educational or employment grants. While there is not a unique methodology for selection of economically weak regions some crucial topics and indicators used by other authors are provided before the actual indicators are described. While the headline indicator for private poverty in the EU is “the number people at risk of poverty or social exclusion” (Commission of the European Communities, 2008), there might be many different indicators for the poverty of a region. A new set of goals and priorities for the regional initiatives are added with each funding period of the EU while the problems with measurement and evaluation persist (Johnson, 2009). The OECD has identified 11 topics as measures for the quality of life. Many of these factors—such as personal safety, air pollution, employment opportunities and access to services (OECD, 2015). The effect on the Local Agenda 21 which should contribute to the sustainable development at the LAU 2 level is measured by three pillars: economic, environmental, and social (Kveton et al., 2014). The issue is highly complex, the main problem lies in the fact that the three pillars are in conflict (Zegras et al., 2004). Martin (1999) defines the regional disparities by nominal incomes, the level of industrial agglomeration, and by the price indices including cost investment and innovation. Hassink et al. (1994) used R & D investments, innovation activities, share of SMEs, the share of manufacturing firms, and a number of science and technology graduates. Blážek and Uhlíř (2007) measured the scale of interregional disparities at the NUTS2 level by GDP/per capita and unemployment rate. Churski and Dominiaik (2014) distinguished economically robust, a neutral and weak region in Poland uses four aspects of social and economic growth: population and settlement, the economic structure and the labour market, the technical infrastructure and spatial accessibility, and the financial situation and the level of affluence. Baumgartner et al. (2013) have chosen following topics for selection of non-core regions (i.e. regions far away from metropolitan areas): economic environment, natural environment, social environment, human capital, settlement, accessibility, and a spacing distance. Barjak (2001) divides the indicators into income indicators and employment indicators. Educational attainment is important both for the prosperity of persons and territories. The economically weak regions according the Ministry of Regional Development (2013) with above average unemployment rate are Liberec, vsetín, Opava, Znojmo, Sokolov, Děčín, Most, Chomutov, Bruntál, Teplice, Hodonín, Šumperk, Karviná, Ústí nad Labem, Jeseník, Semily, Karlovy Vary, and Český Krumlov (CSO, 2015). Many of these regions are border regions. The majority of the indicators mentioned above, including GDP are not available on the LAU 1 level, usually only on NUTS 3 and higher levels. The most frequent methods used for determining for the weaker regions in the Czech Republic are various statistical methods, especially the calculation of coefficients—relative numbers which compares the results of the region with the results of the whole republic. The Coefficient of efficiency of economic development, Coefficient of effective availability, Coefficient of efficiency of investment, construction were used in Comparison of economic development of regions in the Czech Republic, taking into account the impact of the economic crisis (Knězáková and Pichová, 2014). The multiple criteria decision methods offer another perspective. The method of Ivanovic deviation and the Data Envelope Analysis were used for comparison of V4 (Visegrad Group) countries on the level of NUTS 2 regions (Ramík and Hančelová, 2012). A multiplicative version of the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method was applied for evaluation of the competitiveness of the NUTS 3 region in the Czech Republic (Nevima and Ramík, 2009). The Czech state, defined the disadvantaged regions (at the level of municipalities with extended powers, LAU 1, the old Czech term “okres”) in the document of the Ministry of Regional Development (2013) “Strategy for Regional Development 2014–2020” (further on just “Strategy”). The regions are in two categories: Economically weak regions (Fig. 1) and Others: a) Socially disadvantaged regions (Fig. 2), b) Historical or present military areas. The economically weak regions are described as below-average using the chosen economic and social indicators. In the Strategy, all together 57 regions with 2 621 740 inhabitants (24.7% of
the Czech population) were ranked among this group. Nearly all of them are near the borders, 11 of them are lying on the borders with Germany, 12 on the borders with Poland, 4 on the borders with Slovakia, and 2 on the borders with Austria. The categorization of these territories among the economically weaker regions is based on the following indicators: Estimation of GDP, Unemployment rate, Average debt of the municipalities and their contribution-based organizations, Sum of social allowances, Balance of migration.

The socially disadvantaged regions ranked in the point 2 a) of the Strategy include places with socially excluded localities (or localities under threat of social exclusion). The socially disadvantaged regions (2.a) are quite often identical to the economically weaker regions (1.)—see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The socially excluded localities are spread both near the borders and inland, including the capital city. The indicator “border or inland” locality is not used, but the closeness to the border seems to be an important risk factor.

The goals of this article are as follows:

- Select and apply the most important variables, as the methodology of selection and evaluation of economically weak regions is not united. The research question 1: “Which are the most important indicators for evaluation of the economically weak border regions?”
- Using the selected components to answer research question 2: “Are the border territories economically weaker when compared with the Czech Republic average of selected indicators?”
- Find and describe homogenous clusters of the border regions with working hypothesis 1: “The economical situation of the border regions is different from each other among the border regions,” and the working hypothesis 2: “The economy of the neighbouring country (Former East Germany, Former West Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Poland) impacts these disparities in border regions.”

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The data were analysed using both single dimensional and multiple dimensional statistical
methods. The single dimensional methods were based on the exploratory analysis and contain calculations relating to location, variance, skewness, and spikiness which were used for uncovering the extreme values. The data quality was validated by the Shapiro-Wilk test. The statistical analysis may be influenced by the outlying values (Hebáš et al., 2005) but according to Meloun and Militký (2002) the removal of these values should not be automatic as it may impact on the validity of the data set as a whole. Even though the applied cluster analysis is extremely sensitive to the outlying values. The multiple dimensional analyses included correlation analysis, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Cluster Analysis (CLU). The aim of PCA method is to transform data from the original variables \( x_i, i = 1, ..., m \) into a smaller number of variables and to find new variables \( y_j \). These newly created components have more convenient properties, their number decreases, they explain almost the entire variability of the original variables and at the same time they are uncorrelated. Latent variables represent the main components and characterize linear combinations of the original variables (Meloun, 2002). These linear combinations are the principal components, which are calculated by eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the analysis, it is common to use only the first few principal components, providing the sum of their variances is a high percentage, e.g. 80% and more of the sum of variances for all \( p \) components (Brayán, 2004). The components can be interpreted as follows: the first major component \( y_1 \) describes the largest portion of variability or scattering of the original data, the second component \( y_2 \) describes a smaller part, and the last component \( y_p \) describes the smallest portion of variables of the original variables. It can therefore be said that the components are ranked according to their importance (Meloun, 2002). The PCA was based on the correlation matrix because there were different variations and different units of measure. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value close to 0.8 are considered to be suitable. The correlation analysis and calculation of the anti-image matrix led to a reduction in the number of indicators (Hebáš et al., 2005). The values reported in the Main Diagonal Values (MDA) called anti-image correlation matrix (AIC) should be large (MDA ≥ 0.60) (Dimitrov, 2014). The PCA was used for the transformation of the original variables into fewer new variables. The new variables went through the Cluster analysis in order to classify the regions into homogeneous clusters. The aim of cluster analysis is to use the values of the variables to devise a scheme for grouping the objects into classes so the similar objects are in the same class (Brayán, 2004). The most common distance measure is Euclidean distance also called as the geometric metric, which represents the length of the rectangle of the rectangular triangle. Its calculation is based on the Pythagorean theorem. The square of Euclidean distance, which forms the basis of the Ward’s clustering method, is also commonly used (Meloun, 2004). By Meloun and Militký (2002), the cluster analysis is divided into hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering methods. The aim of hierarchical methods is to connect objects and their clusters to other larger clusters. The advantage of this method is that there is no need to know the optimal number of clusters. This number of clusters is determined additionally. For non-hierarchical clustering methods, the number of clusters is predetermined and can be changed during the calculations. These methods are divided into two basic groups: optimization methods and modal-medoids analysis. According to Martínez (2017), visualization techniques such as dendrogram (also called as tree diagram) or scatterplot for visualizing hierarchical structures are used. Tree starts at the root, which can be on top of vertical tree or left side oriented for horizontal tree. The nodes of the dendrogram represent clusters. All calculations were made using the IBM SPSS Statistics 23 software. The significance level was 0.05.

**RESULTS**

Even though the methodology of the “Strategy” was the starting source for this study, some of the indicators could not be used. The “Strategy” uses the indicators which are not simply available on the LAU 1 level. Especially the estimation of GDP relative to LAU 1 territories based on the information from the CZSO (Czech Statistical Office) might be inaccurate and distorted. That is why this estimation has not been taken into consideration. A new indicator Transnational commuters have been incorporated due to the focus of this study. This indicator can influence the classification of these regions as weaker regions due to the deficiencies in the labour market. The following indicators used in the statistical analysis have been chosen as a selection from other methodologies with respect to the availability of the data, logical evaluation and comparative analysis: Number of registered enterprises, Unemployment rate, Economically active population, Job vacancy rate, Population density, Migration balance, Transnational commuters, Technical infrastructure—sewage, Technical facilities in houses and households, Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary education, Population aged 15 or more without GCE, Population aged 15 or more with at most tertiary professional education, Population aged 15 or more with at most higher education. The prerequisites that the rank of the data matrix is higher than the number of indicators was satisfied. The indicators which are not from the Gaussian distribution were detected by the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. The indicators which are not from the Gaussian distribution
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are: Number of registered enterprises, Transnational commuters, Technical infrastructure – sewage, Job vacancy rate, Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary or apprentice school without GCE and Population density. The Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) was carried out and the extreme and outlying values were detected. The extreme value of Population density was observed in the LAU 1 Ústí nad Labem and Teplice. This indicator contained two more extreme values so it was removed from the further analysis. Calculation of the basic data properties was applied. The lowest coefficients of variation were detected for the indicator Economically active population, 2.28%, further 5.05% for Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary or apprentice school without GCE, 5.12% of Technical facilities in houses and households, and 6.41% for Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary education with GCE. These indicators probably do not account for the disparities between the regions because of their low variability. Nevertheless, they were not removed from the data set due to maintaining the completeness. It is possible to use them as constants. The data went through the correlation analysis; the degree of dependence between indicators was determined by the Spearman correlation coefficient, which was designated for the data files do not contain Gaussian distribution. On the diagonal of the inversion matrix were detected the values of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). The values of VIF over 10 indicate high dependency between the data, i.e. multicollinearity. No values over 10 were found so that no indicators were removed due to the VIF values. The anti-image correlation matrix was constructed, i.e. the matrix of negative partial correlation coefficients, with contains measures of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test on the main diagonal. The more strict criterion was used for the further analysis and the following indicators with values lower than 0.649 were detected in the anti-image correlation matrix and removed from the data set: Transnational commuters, Technical infrastructure – sewage, Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary or apprentice school without GCE, and Technical facilities in houses and households. The indicator Transnational commuters were finally retained because the investigation was focused in the border regions. In the recalculated anti-image matrix the value under 0.649 was found for the indicator Economically active population and this indicator was then removed from further analysis as well. The original dataset was finally reduced from original 14 to 9 new variables used in the PCA: Number of registered enterprises, Unemployment rate, Job vacancy rate, Migration balance, Transnational commuters, Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary education with GCE, Population aged 15 or more with at most follow-up courses, Population aged 15 or more with at most tertiary professional education, Population aged 15 or more with at most higher education. The methods applied to enable to choose the variables important for the economic power of the region and make possible to compare the regions. The KMO proved that the set of indicators is applicable for the PCA. The statistic importance was proved by the Bartlett test. The PCA showed that the model can be interpreted using three variables. The three new variables (components) are able to explain 80.15% of the variance of the original variables. The number of components is depicted in the Scree-Plot diagram (Fig. 3). The relation between the original variables and the new components are in the Principal Components Matrix (Tab. I). The three new components can be described as follows. The first component that has arisen or the main component is able to give an explanation of 50.85% of the variability of the original variables. The first principal component correlates strongly with the: Number of registered enterprises – direct medium tightness (r = 0.604), Unemployment rate – indirect medium dependency (r = –0.737), Job vacancy rate – direct medium dependency (r = 0.709), Population aged 15 or more with at most follow-up courses – direct strong dependency (r = 0.818), Population aged 15 or more with at
most tertiary professional education – direct strong dependency \((r = 0.822)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most higher education – direct strong dependency \((r = 0.830)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary education with GCE – direct very strong tightness \((r = 0.910)\), Migration balance – direct medium dependency \((r = 0.509)\). The first component has been named Labour market, according to the discovered values. This first component shows the strongest positive relation with indicators of education and the Job vacancy rate. The negative correlation is with the Unemployment rate. The first component explains the highest proportion of variability, it means the labour market may represent the most important variable to describe the variability of the analysed data. The second component named Transnational commuters is able to explain 17.87% of the original variability. There is a relation between the second component and the indicator Number of registered enterprises – direct medium tightness \((r = 0.545)\), Transnational commuters – indirect strong dependency \((r = -0.809)\), Unemployment rate – indirect medium dependency \((r = -0.530)\), Job vacancy rate – indirect medium dependency \((r = -0.467)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most highest education – direct low dependency \((r = 0.332)\). Indicator Transnational commuters is less important in terms of describing the variability in the database. The third component named Population migration contains an explanation of 11.43% of the original variability. The relation exists between the third component and Number of registered enterprises–direct medium tightness \((r = 0.397)\), Transnational commuters–direct medium dependency \((r = 0.392)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most follow-up courses–indirect medium dependency \((r = -0.419)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most tertiary professional education–indirect medium dependency \((r = -0.392)\), Migration balance–direct medium dependency \((r = 0.560)\), Population aged 15 or more with at most secondary education–indirect medium dependency \((r = -0.332)\). Indicator Migration balance is more likely above the average of the whole republic. The Migration balance showed that in the regions Liberec, Jablonec nad Nisou, and Frydek Mistek the number of persons who moved in is higher than the number of those moved out because the Number of job vacancies is there higher than in other regions. The second cluster (Fig. 4) contains regions Břeclav, Znojmo, Sokolov, Děčín, Most,
Chomutov, Česká Lípa, Bruntál, Teplice, Hodonín, Šumperk, Karviná, Ústí nad Labem, and Jeseník. The Labour market of this group is below average. The Unemployment rate is significantly higher, the Number of registered enterprises is lower and the Number of vacant jobs is significantly below an average of the Czech Republic. Due to the bad condition of the labour market, many persons have found employment abroad and they commute regularly. The Migration balance is negative what means that the residents prefer moving out. The reason is higher unemployment and generally worse situation in the labour market. The last fourth cluster (Fig. 4) contains regions Klatovy, Cheb, Český Krumlov, Tachov, Prachatice, and Domažlice. The component Labour market in these border regions is more or less average. The Migration balance is slightly lower and the Number of vacant jobs is higher even though the Number of registered enterprises is low. The education level is poorer especially the number of university graduates is low.

The component of Transnational commuters is the highest of all because of the location close to the German and Austrian borders (research question 2).

**DISCUSSION**

The research was concerned with the main problems of the border regions of the Czech Republic. The goal was to select the most important indicators which are able to identify the economically weak regions (research question 1). After application of the selected indicators it was clear that there are important differences among the border regions and it was necessary to confirm both the hypotheses 1 and 2, it means there are remarkable differences among border regions and four clusters were constructed on the borders with other countries. These conclusions are in line with Leick and Lang (2018) acknowledged a growing heterogeneity among non-core regions. It follows from the data of the Ministry of Regional Development (MMR, 2013) that many border regions of the Czech Republic have economic problems (see Fig. 1). On the other
hand the places in the threat of a social exclusion are spread in the whole territory not only in the border regions (see Fig. 2). Similar problems can be seen also on other borders inside of the EU. In particular in Central and Eastern Europe, there is a risk that spatial development is further concentrated in a smaller number of regions, whereas more and more other regions might be affected by processes of peripheralisation (Lang, 2015). The peripherization have been neglected for a long time, but as Meyer et al. (2016) proved the peripherization leads to moving out of the home region, especially in the case of young people what makes the situation even worse. The removal of borders as barriers to the movement of people and goods is often highlighted as a rather smooth development in a “borderless Europe” inscribed in discourses of globalization and contrasted with the regime of increased control at the EU’s external borders of “Fortress Europe” (Follis, 2012). Cities of the former East German-Polish border region are marked by structural problems of deindustrialization, unemployment and depopulation (Sandberg, 2016) as well as the regions of the German–Czech and Poland–Czech borders. The regional issues received in the only limited attention from the Czech policy-makers (Blážek and Uhlíř, 2007). The reasons were in relatively small regional disparities and low unemployment rate till 2008. The key problems in the weak regions of the Czech Republic defined by Blážek and Uhlíř 2007 as: deficiencies in the general business environment, underestimation of the human capital, lack of awareness of the real strengths of the regions, and lack of cooperation among relevant partners. These findings are in accordance with the results of this study.

The first cluster has the best economic results of all clusters; slightly around the average of the Czech Republic. It contains several well-functioning middle sized cities with four quite important public regional universities (MŠMT, 2015). The regional universities improve the educational level and may cause the better situation in the labour market. The Liberec and Jablonec LAUs are on the Poland borders. These regions are mountainous regions what might be a development challenge (CEC, 2008) but this factor is partially compensated by intensive tourism. Similarly, in Poland the disparities among regions even intensified in the post-socialist transition and they have not been diminished by the regional policy of the EU (Stryjakiewicz, 2017). Other regions of the cluster are on the border with Slovakia. The cross border cooperation is the strongest there because these borders did not exist before 1993 when the Czech Republic and Slovakia were in one state. The second cluster contains territories with long lasting both economic and social problems (e.g. Ústí nad Labem). There are also remote areas as Šumperk and Jeseník with poor transport connections. Only one regional public university is located in Ústí nad Labem (MŠMT, 2015) The labour market is weak and commuting abroad is sometimes the only solution for many inhabitants, especially for those with some qualification. The borders are located on the former Iron curtain and the cross border cooperation started only recently (CEC, 2008). The high unemployment rate causes moving out of the region and the remarkable decline of the prices of estates. These factors lead to even more social problems and creation of troubled localities. The third cluster is slightly below an average. Some regions are on the borders with Poland, where the commuting is not very attractive, so they have to rely on their own improvements. In 2000–2012 the employment rate in the Czech Republic was higher than in Poland, while the economic situation in the border region was below an average in both countries (Gajdová and Tuleja, 2015; Barjak, 2001). Some industrial enterprises have been closed but there is a potential for restructuring and starting new businesses. There are some middle sized cities, but without regional public universities. The cross-border cooperation is quite important for the regions of the fourth cluster. There are many commuting people (most of all clusters) to Germany and Austria. There are also job opportunities in the tourism services. There is no regional public university. According to Geenhuizen, Knaap and Nijkamp (1996) the most significant factors of well-being in the border regions are: if the borders are inner within the EU, the type of former barrier (Iron curtain), and the regional economies on either side of the borders (innovation potential, transport level, etc.). A great deal of investment was and is targeted to the most dynamic territories. The differences on the borders are given not only by the economic strength, but by many socio-cultural determinants (Dołzbłasz and Raczyk, 2010). The EU funding of new innovative infrastructure was mainly established in the Central Bohemia Region (around Prague) and to the city of Brno, which is considered to be a part of the NUTS3 South Moravia. The region is eligible for the support even though the Brno is over the 75% GDP per capita threshold as well as Prague that is not eligible due to high GDP (Scholec and Žížalová, 2014). The substantial part of these investments are not targeted to the regions which are considered as poor (MMR, 2013). On the other hand the effective investments to the R & D must be based on a certain level of existing infrastructures, availability of qualified working, etc. The differentiation between the clusters led to important findings: the situation in the border region is highly dependent on which country is behind the borders. The reasons lie in the historical development and in the focus of the regional policy of the EU. The less problematic are the regions on the Slovak borders (the first cluster) where in fact were no borders in the period 1918–1992; both territories were parts of the Czechoslovak social republic. The existing problems are caused by the same factors as in the inner regions and the level of well-being is similar. The economically strong neighbours
bring benefits, e.g. for commuting, even though if the former borders were strict (the second and the fourth clusters). The region on the former EU eastern boundary takes the advantages, mainly from the possibility of migration of workers, cooperation in trade and services, and from EU structural funds and other common policy measures (Krátke, 2002). The cooperation across the Czech-German borders is partly motivated by a sense of opportunity and believes that the common work can be more successful than the competition. According to Johnson (2009), the Germans, especially those living on the borders, perceive the Czechs as having the same work ethic, job skills and dependability. Across the border, there are highly advanced regions of Bavaria and the Czech border regions registered a large amount of cross-border direct investments which unfortunately led to low value added activities (Žížalová, 2006). Areas of low R & D concentration are along the south-western borders with Germany and Austria (Šrholec and Žížalová, 2014). It is probable result of the former Iron Curtain and of the older history connected with the resettlement of the German population from the so-called Sudetenland after the WWII. Comparing the economical structure of Czech and Austria, there is a remarkable difference in the portion of SME’s: 99% of all companies in Austria and about 50% in the Czech Republic (Novotný et al., 2016). The lack of SME’s is especially important in the places with geographical disadvantage. The abolition of borders with EU15 has a negative impact on the economic performance and the border regions have little potential for preserving their economic performance (Topaloglou et al., 2005). The Poland-Czech borderland is determined by mountainous terrain with protected areas. By Dolžblas and Raczyk (2015), the mountain may become a significant barrier to cooperation (transport problems) but it is at the same time an impulse to cooperate in the tourism. Our results are in line with Dolžblas and Raczyk (2015) who stated that the regions on the both sides of the Poland-Czech borders are in similar situations in many aspects. So for the third cluster regions, there is no rich neighbour to buck up the economical situation. Two of three resp. four economically weak regions identified by Churski and Dominiak (2014) in Poland (both in the investigation from 2002 and 2009) are in the Czech-Poland borders. It follows, that the weak regions are on the both sides of the borders and the reasons are deep and long lasting. Topaloglou et al (2005) stated that these regions seem to remain in a situation of economic isolation. There are three regions on the Poland border belonging to the less problematic firts cluster. All these regions Liberec, Jablonec, and Opava have strong regional center with industrial capacities and local universities. The same situation is in the neighbouring regions of Liberec and Jablonec in Poland which were characterized by Barjak (2001) as region with average economic capability, human capital stock and technical progress.

CONCLUSION

The main goal of the study was to find the most important variables which would be able to divide the border regions into the homogeneous clusters. The fourteen original variables were reduced using correlation analysis and anti-image matrix into the nine variables. The principal component analysis, then transferred these variables into the three components: Labour market, Transnational commuters and Population migration, while the most important is the component Labour market. This component includes primarily variables such as number of registered enterprises, unemployment rate, job vacancy rate, age and educational structures. Using selected components four clusters of regions were constructed while the most important differentiation factor was detected as the neighbouring country. It was detected that the group of border regions is not united and needs an individual approach. The economical situation of the border regions is different from each other among the border LAU 1 regions and these differences are affected mainly by the neighbouring country (Former East Germany, Former West Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Poland). The four cluster have been identified as follows:

First cluster: Mainly on Slovak borders + 3 industrialized regions on Poland borders, Second cluster: Mainly on the borders with Austria and former East Germany + Poland, Third cluster: Borders with Poland (with one exception), Fourth cluster: Border with former West Germany (one with Austria close to German borders). Based on these results the working hypotheses 1 and 2 were confirmed. The discovered disparities can be used for better allocation of the state and European support. The most important indicators are correlated with the labour market, but not only with the unemployment rate. As the border regions are not united in the planning and policy, the measures should be individualized. Many indicators important for the definition of the economically weak regions are found out only once in ten years in the census. The variables connected with the job vacancies, migration, and commuting are highly dynamic. The annual surveys focused on selected variables in the border regions would be helpful. The average values calculated for several years will be then more reliable than the census values. The local policy makers should be involved in getting relevant data and providing information on the consequences and local perceptions. According to the results it can be recommended to collect the data yearly on the following indicators: structure of
education according to age, job vacancy rate, population migration and transnational commuters. The goal of the further research might be the development of a methodology of collecting data and calculations designed especially for the border regions. The goals, their measures, and criteria should be more properly defined. Coordination with neighbouring countries could bring even deeper insight into the problems and their evolution. The border regions should be recognized as an opportunity which allows new approaches and alternative solutions.
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